The BOLD effect.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the novice NMR imager to blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast as well as remind the seasoned veteran of its beauty. Introduction to many of the factors that influence the BOLD signal is given higher priority than pursuing any subset in exquisite detail. Instead, references are given for readers seeking intense investigations into a given aspect. The hope is that this overview inspires the reader with the elegant simplicity of BOLD contrast while not, at first, intimidating too much with the underlying complexity. As one's knowledge of NMR matures so too will one's understanding, appreciation, and application of BOLD MRI. BOLD contrast derives from variations in the magnetic susceptibility of blood due to variations in the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin. These magnetic susceptibility effects produce local magnetic fields around blood vessels that can result in phase dispersion of nearby spins and, therefore, changes in signal intensity in NMR images. After providing brief historical context for BOLD, this chapter will follow the trail of magnetic susceptibility through definition, its source and location in vivo, and how the source and location in vivo interact with anatomical (e.g., blood vessel size) and imaging considerations (e.g., pulse sequence) to influence the BOLD signal. We will conclude by briefly highlighting clinical and preclinical applications using BOLD contrast.